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Introduction
►

Clint Mason

►

President of Kaizen Well Solutions Ltd. – Well optimization

►

Managing partner in Trido Industries, Trido Solutions LLC
(solar drive platform development) and Appsmiths LLC
(Well Tracer Co2 technologies)

►

Started working Oil and gas in 1987, Pipeline & plant
construction, well/plant operation, wireline, downhole
production tools, optimization
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What is the CO2 well
tracer Technology
►

Co2 well tracer is a simple
system that injects a Co2 slug
into the injection gas stream

►

This slug travels down the
injection conduit until it
reaches an opening into the
return conduit

►

A small amount of the Co2 will
enter and is returned to surface
at this point

►

The volume of the return can
be used to calculate the size of
the opening

►

The time from Co2 injection to
Co2 return identifies the return
3
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Well Tracer
Video
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Well Tracer basic
information
►

To use WellTracer it is required to build a well model in our
Winglue software evaluation tool, with conduit size, depth
deviation and gas lift design etc.

►

Monitor Injection volumes while performing test SCADA data
or test information

►

Monitor production volume during test

►

This data allows Win Glue software to calculate velocities
throughout the well

►

At the end of the test the return volumes are balance it allows
us to identify distribution of gas injection thorough out the
entire tube string and depth of each point

►

Win Glue software and Well Tracer was a technology
developed by Shell specifically for gas lift diagnostic services
2/25/2022
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Using Well Tracer in GAPL applications
►

►

►
►

GAPL or Gas assisted Plunger lift requires a gas lift system
to be operating properly or at least you need to know where
your gas injection is going
Looking at operating surface pressures does not always
give you a good indication of valve condition or the depth
where you are injecting
Finds unexpected injection points I.E holes in tubing
Provide total tubing gas volumes/velocities through the
tubing based on injection points and % of injection gas
entering at those points
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Injection
Pressure At Orifice

open
Closed

open
Closed

Closed
open

Closed
open

KPA

open

By removing the fluid in
the tubing, the casing
pressure drops and the
valves close from the top
to bottom
Once all the fluid is
removed, the gas
injected at the
deepest port will help
push the plunger to
surface, lifting fluid
more effective than gas
lift alone.

Common issues
►

►

After Gas lift valves have been installed for a few years,
there is a good potential they are no longer functioning as
when they were first installed.
Some common issues
► Washed or failed valve and seats
► Bellow issues: Failure, scale build up other issues
impacting the free movement
► Reduction in temperature due to well condition changessuch as reduction in fluid production will impact dome
pressure in valves which can well result in valves moving
out of sequence
► Hole(s) in tubing
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Injection
Pressure

open
Closed

At Orifice?
open
Closed

Closed
open

KPA

Not enough velocity to
lift plunger to injection
point

Closed
open

open

When the liquid volumes
reduce so does the
temperature around the
valves which significantly
impact the
opening/closing
pressures
Valve 2-3 cannot close
because the lower
temperature has reduced
the opening pressure to
below valve #4

GAPL/PAGL - #1 mistake is using injection
pressure as the benchmark on injection depth
► A gas-lifted well may not be operating from the orifice

just because the operating pressure is low. Knowing
points of injection due to open or failed valves and the
amount of gas going through each injection point is
important when choosing plunger type and when
operating PAGL/GAPL systems.
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Well example #1
Valve failure, plugged valves and multipoint
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WellTracer test on Multi point/Failed Valves
Valve #4

CO2 Returns

Valve #7
Valve #8

Valve #9

Well GL
design
10 valves +
1 Orifice

No Co2 returns after valve #9
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Well Details 10 Valves 1 Orifice
60 bbl. fluid 345 MCF/D formation
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MCF/D

This well is likely operating below
NO - in Slug flow below Valve the minimum liquid volume for
Will this well function as a gas lift?
#7
Gas lift and is in the
Might
be
difficult
below Valve #9
Will this well operate a Cont. Cycle plunger lift?
“deliquification” range where CR
must be maintained to lift fluid to
-620
Mcf/d
Only
requires
est.
of
80 MCF/d
Potential Injection gas reduction ?
surface
effectively

for PL if gas lift was operating correctly
4
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Total tubing gas rate 1070 MCF/d
1070
Injection 700 Mcf/d

Est Critical rate
at depth (Turner)
Slug Flow

400

0

Formation
370 mcf/d
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Est. Min Rate for a cont.
Cycle plunger

Suspected Valve issues
The evaluation of this well indicates that this well should be injecting at
the Orifice - Summary of valve issues
►

Valve #4 is Closed but injecting - Damaged and should not be allowing
gas to enter the tubing.

►

Valve #7 is Open - Injecting, condition unknown - higher than expected
injection pressures from issues in Valve #10 and orifice

►

Valve #8 & #9 Open – Injecting, condition unknown - higher than
expected injection pressures from issues in Valve #10 and orifice

►

Valve #10 is closed - plugged/damaged. Not allowing injection gas to
enter tubing.

►

Orifice is plugged/damaged. Not allowing injection gas to enter tubing.

►

This gas lift system requires a redesign and valves to be fixed to
maximize operation of a plunger lift & take maximum advantage of
injection gas reduction.
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Well in review
►
►

►

►
►
►

Based on the information we gathered from our Well Tracer test
The liquid rate is below the minimum liquid rate for tubing size for
continuous gas lift, and requires you to flow above CR to effectively lift
the fluid from the Orifice to valve #9
The failed valves do not allow injection to deepest POI, the velocity
below valve #9 is 100% formation gas dependent. 38% of lift gas is
injecting at valve #4 far up hole
The velocity below valve #9 is likely too low to effectively operate a
continuous cycle plunger – Free Cycle, two piece etc.
In a GAPL application we should only need to inject about 80 Mcf/D to
meet our minimum velocity to make a two-piece plunger to operate
This is a potential injection rate reduction of 620 MCf/d
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Well example #2
High valve failure
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15 valves + 1
Orifice
System failed at
Valves at 5,8,9,10
Injecting at 6797 ft
Orifice 9881 ft
No Co2 returns after
valve #10

2/25/2022

Well requires
redesign and
work
over/Valve
replacement
Valve design
analysis
indicates well
should be
injecting at
Valve 14-15
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Upper valve failure

This well Tracer test indicated a significant issue in the
upper valves
This well once repaired, is still in the effective Gas Lift
window and Plunger lift/GAPL is not required at this time

This well is injecting 32%
of the injection gas 5152
ft. above the expected
injection point based on
production volumes and
injection ratesWhere we should be
Where isinjecting
it injecting?
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Well Example #2
►

In this last test example, the casing/injection pressure was
993 PSI

►

Based on the injection pressure and valve design, it could
easily be assumed that this well is injecting at the orifice.

►

Customer wanted to evaluate for potential GAPL

►

WellTracer test indicated this was an incorrect assumption

►

After evaluation, a better solutions was to redesign &
repaired existing Side pocket system

►

With the expected well production increased, this will put
this well back into the “true gas lift” range for fluid
production and likely would not see a benefit from the
implementation of GAPL/PAGL
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Questions?

Please …. Don’t ask me to do the math ☺
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Slide 3 Acknowledgements/Thanks &
Questions
►

Thanks to my team at Kaizen Well Solutions/Appsmiths and Trido Industries

►

Thanks to all of our customers that have worked with us to gather data and
work together to identify some best practices and the opportunity to expand my
understanding of Hz wells.

►

Thank you to the ALRDC and its members for hosting this valuable event
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Copyright
Rights to this presentation are owned by the company(ies) and/or author(s) listed on the title page. By
submitting this presentation to the Gas-Lift Workshop, they grant to the Workshop, the Artificial Lift
Research and Development Council (ALRDC) rights to:
►

Display the presentation at the Workshop.

►

Place it on the www.alrdc.com website, with access to the site to be as directed by the Workshop
Steering Committee.

►

Links to presentations on ALRDC’s social media accounts.

►

Place it on a USB/CD for distribution and/or sale as directed by the Workshop Steering Committee.

Other uses of this presentation are prohibited without the expressed written permission of the
company(ies) and/or author(s) who own it and the Workshop Steering Committee.
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Disclaimer
The following disclaimer shall be included as the last page of a Technical Presentation or Artificial Lift Learning Course. A
similar disclaimer is included on the Artificial Lift Workshop webpage.
The Artificial Lift Research and Development Council and its officers and trustees, and the Artificial Lift Workshop Steering
Committee members, and their supporting organizations and companies (here-in-after referred to as the Sponsoring
Organizations), and the author(s) of this Technical Presentation or Artificial Lift Learning Course and their company(ies),
provide this presentation and/or training material at the Artificial Lift Workshop "as is" without any warranty of any kind,
express or implied, as to the accuracy of the information or the products or services referred to by any presenter (in so far as
such warranties may be excluded under any relevant law) and these members and their companies will not be liable for
unlawful actions and any losses or damage that may result from use of any presentation as a consequence of any
inaccuracies in, or any omission from, the information which therein may be contained.
The views, opinions, and conclusions expressed in these presentations and/or training materials are those of the author and
not necessarily those of the Sponsoring Organizations. The author is solely responsible for the content of the materials.
The Sponsoring Organizations cannot and do not warrant the accuracy of these documents beyond the source documents,
although we do make every attempt to work from authoritative sources. The Sponsoring Organizations provide these
presentations and/or training materials as a service. The Sponsoring Organizations make no representations or warranties,
express or implied, with respect to the presentations and/or training materials, or any part thereof, including any warrantees
of title, non-infringement of copyright or patent rights of others, merchantability, or fitness or suitability for any purpose.
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